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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 3

Welcome to the Fabulous Four
Have you ever noticed that when you act a bit silly by using another voice or by wearing
a puppet to “talk” to your students, they love the experience and remember it? They
even beg for more. Young children naturally gravitate towards lessons that involve
puppets or any kind of drama. That thin veil between what is pretend and what is real
gives teachers the opportunity to capture children’s imaginations to make lessons
memorable, meaningful, and interactive. Comprehension improves when students
engage in drama.

Welcome The Fabulous Four Reading Comprehension Puppets: Paula the Predictor,
Quincy the Questioner, Clara the Clarifier, and Sammy the Summarizer. These four 
new “characters” will delight, captivate, and teach your students essential reading
comprehension strategies. The Fabulous Four will bring these strategies to life for 
young students.

Good Reader Strategies 
The Fabulous Four represent “good reader” strategies that proficient readers use to
understand text. These four strategies are part of a larger comprehension reading scope
and sequence that also includes making connections, previewing, visualizing, and
evaluating. While all good reader strategies are important, the Fabulous Four form a
powerful core group that improves comprehension for students of all ages. Primary
teachers love the simplicity of introducing the core strategies using the Fabulous Four
puppets. 

Predicting 
When good readers read, they preview the text to make educated “guesses” about what
the text will be about. When reading fiction, they use clues from their prior knowledge
and from the text to predict what will happen next. When reading nonfiction, they
preview headings, photos, illustrations, diagrams, captions, and maps. 

Questioning 
Good readers ask questions before, during, and after reading. Forming questions can be
difficult for primary students because they often give a statement instead of asking a
question or they ask only literal questions. Questioning engages students in reading the
text, and for many primary students, questioning quickly becomes their favorite strategy.

Teaching Tip: Post a list of question prompts that begin with words such as who, what,
when, where, why, how, what if, and I wonder. 

Clarifying 
Many students simply read along, not even realizing that they don’t understand what
they’ve just read. Students need to learn to stop periodically throughout the reading to
clarify words, ideas, and concepts that are difficult for them. They need to know that 
it is natural for all readers to pause to clarify and problem solve. Research clearly
indicates that comprehension monitoring or clarifying separates the good readers from
the poor readers. Good readers clarify words by looking for known word parts, by
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4 The Fabulous Four ©Primary Concepts

identifying beginning and ending sounds, and by sounding out words. While reading,
good readers visualize or make pictures in their heads to help them clarify and keep
track of what is happening in the text. When good readers encounter ideas, entire
sentences, or parts that they don’t understand, they reread, read on, think about what
they know, look at the picture, or even sometimes talk with a friend. Clarifying strategies
make up the good reader’s “tool belt” of techniques to use when they are “stuck.”

Summarizing
Summarizing is a complex process that involves sorting out and recalling just the
important events or points and sequencing them correctly. Young children often lapse
into a long retelling rather than a shortened summary. They find it difficult to separate
the important events and ideas from details. Research indicates that when students
practice summarizing, their reading comprehension is strengthened. When summarizing
fiction, students should include setting, characters, a problem, important events, and an
ending. For nonfiction, students should include important points in a logical order. Good
readers summarize throughout their reading. 

Teaching Tip: Invite students to draw a picture to summarize a book, and then post the
drawings on a bulletin board next to a photograph of the puppet, Sammy the
Summarizer. 

Introducing the Puppets
Introduce all four puppets to your class using the mini-lesson on page 8. Then continue
using the puppets every week to model the strategies as you read aloud to your class.
Each puppet plays a different role in reading comprehension, either before the reading
(predicting), during the reading (questioning, clarifying, predicting, and summarizing), or
after the reading (summarizing and questioning). Throughout the lesson, students try
each strategy with a partner after the teacher models it. End each lesson by having
children reflect on how each puppet helped them understand what they read.

You may wish to reinforce each strategy by using the puppets one at a time in individual
mini-lessons that focus on just one of the Fabulous Four. However, be sure to go back 
to using all four strategies so students can see how all the strategies work together.
When all four strategies are incorporated into one lesson, you are teaching your
students to use a multiple-strategy, scaffolded discussion technique called reciprocal
teaching. Research indicates that reciprocal teaching is an effective way to improve
reading comprehension. Results also show that primary students improve their reading
comprehension when reciprocal teaching is used consistently several times per week.
For more information, consult the bibliography on page 16.

Teaching Tip: Place the puppets in a prominent place in the classroom to remind
students that they need to use the reading strategies every time they read. During a
reading, ask students to identify which puppet is needed. 
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 5

Meet the Fabulous Four!
Paula, Clara, Quincy, and Sammy each represent a different reading comprehension
strategy that will help young children become better readers.

Paula the Predictor 
Paula, the powerful predictor, looks into her crystal ball to find clues
from the text and from her prior knowledge to make predictions. In
her special fortuneteller voice (i.e., a bit like Dracula—she rolls her
r’s a lot!), she says things like, “I predict this will happen next
because ...” or “I think I will learn ... because ...” or “I bet ...
because ....” After making a prediction, Paula invites students to try.
Paula teaches the power of predicting! 

Quincy the Questioner 
Fast-talking Quincy quizzes children on what they’ve just read.
Quincy acts like the perfect television game show host, dressed in
his fancy tuxedo and holding his sparkly microphone. He waves his
microphone around and says in his announcer voice, “Are you ready
to play the game? Get ready in case I ask you a $10 question or a
$100 question. Then it’s your turn to make up a quick question
about the reading.” Sometimes he turns into a talk show host and
interviews the students to find out what they think about the text.
Your primary students will fall in love with Quincy the Questioner,
who keeps them on their toes!

Clara the Clarifier 
Clara loves fashion (and reading, of course!) and struts around
wearing a furry boa and fancy gown. Her clever clarifying glasses
help her problem solve when she reads. Using a high-pitched voice,
Clara rather grandly says, “When I come to a word or idea I don’t
understand, I pause and figure it out. I have many, many ways to do
that. Yes, I do! I make pictures in my head with my special glasses.
Yes, darlings, I do, and you can, too!” Students giggle at Clara’s
antics, and they help her use her clarifying glasses as they read.

Sammy the Summarizer 
When Sammy the Summarizer lassos the main idea, students pay
attention! This pint-sized cowboy, complete with his cowboy hat and
rope, teaches students to watch for main events and ideas so they
can summarize. He speaks in a southern drawl and says, “Hey,
y’all, let’s sum up the main ideas, little doggies.” When summarizing
a story, he uses the setting, characters, problem, main events, and
ending to help him round up a summary. If he summarizes a
nonfiction text, he incorporates headings and other text features.
Sammy makes summarizing sensible and fun.
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6 The Fabulous Four ©Primary Concepts

Using the Puppets 
You can use the puppets for whole-class instruction, guided reading, independent
learning centers, or partner work. 

Whole Class
In the primary grades, teachers often engage students in daily read alouds and shared
readings. Teachers display the text and read while sitting in a chair; children are seated
on the floor at their feet. This cozy environment creates a mock “home reading”
community. The Fabulous Four puppets fit into this setting perfectly! Just imagine
yourself guiding the reading as your students listen spellbound. 

During whole-class lessons, the puppets become the means by
which you conduct a “think aloud” to demonstrate a particular
reading strategy. For example, you might say, “I am stuck on
this word. I need Clara the Clarifier to help me figure it out.”
Then you put on the Clara puppet and talk for her, “Oh, I
don’t understand this word. I think I will chop it into
smaller parts to see if I can figure it out.” Then make
Clara “karate chop” a word with her hand and identify
the smaller word parts.

To engage the students, ask them to turn to a partner
and repeat what the puppet did to help, or ask students
to find another example in the text and identify what the
puppet might say to help. Students can use the reproducible
stick puppets in this guide (see page 15) as they find
examples with their partners. Or you may ask a student to
stand in front of the class and use the puppet to share
what it is “thinking.”

Guided Reading
During guided reading or small group instruction, the puppets work beautifully to teach
and reinforce reading strategies. During a guided reading lesson, the puppets make
appearances throughout and are operated by either the teacher or the students. Use
sticky notes to mark the parts of the text where you plan to use the puppets (e.g., a
word that Clara needs to clarify). Throughout the lesson, the teacher models using the
puppets and students work in pairs trying out the strategies. 

Small group instruction creates an intimate setting, allowing the students to get to
know, internalize, and focus on the comprehension strategies. During the guided reading
group, you might also record student responses on a chart like the one on page 14. You
can use different colored markers for each section of the chart. Write students’ initials
or names after their responses. Alternatively, have students write their responses on
sticky notes and place them on the chart.
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 7

Learning Centers 
There are many possibilities for students to revisit the comprehension strategies in a
center. While students are engaged in independent reading, invite them to mark with
sticky notes the places in a book where they used the four strategies. Then they can
share their sticky notes with a partner. Or have them write their thoughts on a copy of
page 14. 

Students also enjoy making and using stick puppets for partner reading at centers. Use
the puppet patterns on page 15 for this purpose. 

Teaching Tip: To help children remember the four strategies, have them fold a paper into
four sections and then draw a picture of each puppet character, one in each section. 

Reading Buddies 
Reading buddies can work together using the puppets from this kit or their own stick
puppets. They take turns predicting, clarifying, asking each other questions, and
summarizing while using the puppets. If they are reading a short text, they predict prior
to reading, and during reading, they stop once or twice to clarify words. After reading,
the partners go back into the text to find places to ask each other questions and to
summarize the text.

Cross-age buddies can use the puppets to teach comprehension strategies. Older
students can stop and ask their younger buddy to clarify, question, predict, and
summarize points they’ve read so far. The older child can model as well as prompt the
younger child. 

Older students may also enjoy performing a puppet show for a younger class. See the
sample puppet show on page 12. Students can help you operate the puppets while you
do all the voices, or invite the older students to read the parts for your class. Students
enjoy creating their own puppet shows to share with the class.
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8 The Fabulous Four ©Primary Concepts

Mini-Lesson: Introducing the Fabulous Four
Select a read-aloud book or big book to read to the class with the help of the four
puppets. Hide the puppets in a bag or under a cloth and reveal them throughout the
reading. You will be busy taking puppets on and off during the lesson. Students enjoy
fast-paced changes. 

Before Reading
Teacher Class, I’d like to introduce some friends who will help us be good readers. My

four friends will help us read this book. (Hold up the book.) Would you like to
meet them? Close your eyes, and when I say “open,” you’ll see my first friend.
(Put on Paula and hold her next to the book. Use your fortuneteller voice—a Dracula
voice with rolling r’s.)

Paula Open your eyes! Hi, boys and girls. I’m Paula the Predictor. I love to read!
Don’t you? I tell what I think the book will be about. I say, “I predict the book
is about ... because ....”  (Ask students to repeat the generic frame, “I predict ...
because ....”) The whole time I read, I keep predicting what will happen next by
using clues from the book and from my head. (Paula rubs her crystal ball. Move
the puppet around the cover to “look” at the title and illustration.)

Watch me as I begin predicting. The first thing I do is look at the cover and
the title. It says (title of book). Hmm, let me look into my crystal ball. I think the
book is about.... (Ask students to turn to a partner and quickly tell what Paula thinks
the book is about.)

Now I need to look at the pictures in the book and think about what I predict
will happen. (Paula flips through the book and looks at pictures, saying: “Oh, I know
about that...” or “Now I have enough clues to predict what this is about.” Ask students to
turn to a partner, think about the illustrations that Paula just showed them, and then
make predictions. Continue this way throughout the reading, stopping to let Paula help
the students predict.)

During Reading 
Teacher I have another friend who will help us be good readers. Close your eyes, and

when I say “open,” she’ll be here to help us figure out difficult words. (Put on
Clara and hold her next to the book. Use a fancy lady voice.)

Clara Open your eyes! Hi, boys and girls. I’m Clara the Clarifier. I use my glorious
glasses to help me figure out hard words and parts of the text that I don’t
understand. I make lovely pictures in my head as I read. Clarifying is so much
fun, darlings. (Ask students to tell a partner what Clara’s job is.)

Watch me while I read along and figure out words and ideas when I get stuck.
(Read a portion of text and then invite Clara to help you clarify a word that you pretend
to be stuck on. Have Clara chop the word into parts, look at beginning and ending
sounds, and reread the sentence to see if the word now makes sense. Do this to
several words throughout the text. Ask students to turn to a partner and use the prompt
with another word to practice clarifying.)

Teacher I brought another friend who will teach us how to ask questions when we read.
Close your eyes, and when I say “open,” he’ll be here. (Put on Quincy and hold
him next to the book. Use your game show host voice.)
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 9

Quincy Open your eyes! Hi, boys and girls. I’m Quincy the Questioner. I love to read,
don’t you? I use my microphone to ask questions when I read. I love to try to
see if you are paying attention. During the story, I ask questions that start
with words like who, what, why, when, where, and how. After reading, I think 
of other great questions to ask. (Ask students to repeat the question words.)

Are you ready to help me use my microphone to ask questions? (Stop several
times during the reading to model questions that begin with who, what, why, when,
where, and how. Each time Quincy questions, invite students to ask their partner a
question, too.)

Teacher I have one more friend who will teach us another important thing good readers
do. Close your eyes. (Put on Sammy.)

Sammy (Use your southern drawl.) Open! Howdy, boys and girls! How are y’all? I’m
Sammy the Summarizer, and I use my handy dandy rope to sum up the main
ideas when we read. I tell what happens as I read the book. Watch me as I
tell what has happened so far in this here book y’all are reading. (Sammy
summarizes what has happened so far in the text. Students turn to a partner and
repeat Sammy’s summary. Throughout the reading, stop and invite Sammy to give a
summary of what has happened so far.)

After Reading 
Quincy Now that we are at the end of the story, I’m going to look back through the

book to find good places to ask questions. (Model several questions on specific
pages. Read a page and ask questions about it. Invite students to ask questions of each
other.)

Sammy I do my best work after I finish reading. Let me flip through the book so I can
give a summary in order. (Using the words in the beginning, in the middle, and at the
end, sum up the reading. Then have students turn to a partner and summarize the
story. They may repeat your words.)

Teacher Did my friends help us read today? (Have students talk to a partner about how the
puppets helped them.)

Paula I just helped you understand what you read by predicting using clues. Did
some of my predictions come true? 

Clara Darlings, we figured out many words that we didn’t understand. I love chopping
them, looking for parts I know, and rereading. Remember you can do these
things to figure out words when you read.

Quincy I just helped you understand what you read by asking questions about the
reading. Remember when you read to think of questions you could ask a
friend. Questioning is fun and helps me remember what I read.

Sammy I helped you summarize what happened in the story. Summarizing helps us
remember what we read.

Teacher Say good-bye to the puppets, children. They promise to return soon to help us
read another book. (Puppets wave good-bye.)
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10 The Fabulous Four ©Primary Concepts

Lesson Menu
Use this menu to guide you when using the puppets to build comprehension skills.

Paula the Predictor
What Paula Says

• I predict... because....
• I think ... will happen because....
• I think I will learn ... because....

What Paula Does 

• Previews the cover, title, headings, and
illustrations.

• Makes predictions using clues from the book
and her life.

What to Model Using Paula

• Look for clues from the front cover, title, and
back cover.

• Look through illustrations before reading.
• Use nonfiction text features—including diagrams,

maps, headings, and labels—to predict.
• Read each chapter or section title in the table of

contents and predict what students might learn.
• Go back and reflect on whether initial

predictions were met or changed during reading.

Clara the Clarifier
What Clara Says

• I don’t understand ..., so I....
• A word I didn’t understand is ..., so I ... to figure 

it out.

What Clara Does

• Clarifies words and ideas that she doesn’t
understand.

• Looks for word parts she knows. 
• Checks the picture.
• Sounds out words.
• Rereads.
• Reads on and back again.
• Visualizes or makes pictures in her head.
• Talks with a buddy.
• Looks up information in another book.

What to Model Using Clara

• Clarify words using the above strategies. 
• Reread and read on to figure out words or ideas

that are unclear.

Quincy the Questioner
What Quincy Says

• Who? What? When? Where? Why? How? 
• I wonder…

What Quincy Does

• Asks questions before, during, and after reading.
• Wonders before, during, and after reading.
• Asks questions that can be answered in the text

and those that are inferential. 

What to Model Using Quincy

• Flip through a book and ask initial wondering
questions. 

• Ask a variety of questions with different question
words. 

• Read a portion of text and then stop and
formulate a question about the text.

• Interview a character in the book. Have a student
role-play as the character. 

• Model both questions that can be answered in
the text and ones that require making inferences.

Sammy the Summarizer
What Sammy Says

• This was about....
• First,…  Next,…  Then,…  Finally,…

What Sammy Does

• Selects important points only.
• Tells the summary in order.
• Leaves out details.

What to Model Using Sammy

• Reread or skim to review material before
summarizing.

• Select important points.
• Show how to give a summary in order.
• Stop every few pages to model how to

summarize what has happened so far.
• Summarize both fiction and nonfiction texts.
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 11

Assessment
As you observe your students using the Fabulous Four strategies, watch to see if they are doing any of the
following behaviors. Check off behaviors you see during lessons and other reading times. You might also 
take notes as students wear the puppets and demonstrate their knowledge as they “become the teacher”
during lessons.

Predict
___ Looks at cover/illustrations for clues.

___ Gives predictions that make sense. 

While developing the strategy, the student

___ Does not look at cover/illustrations for clues.

___ Makes predictions that do not make sense.

Clarify
___ Knows more than one way to figure out a

word.

___ Knows how to reread. 

___ Knows how to read on and go back to figure
out words.

___ Identifies entire sentences or parts that need
clarifying.

While developing the strategy, the student

___ Uses only one strategy to figure out words.

___ Does not reread.

___ Does not figure out words that make sense.

___ Does not know when he or she is stuck.

Question
___ Asks questions that go with the text.

___ Knows what a question is.

___ Asks questions that go beyond the text, which
are inferential in nature.

While developing the strategy, the student

___ Asks questions that do not go with the text. 

___ Asks only literal questions.

___ Does not know what a question is.

Summarize
___ Can retell in own words.

___ Tells only important ideas/events.

___ Leaves out details.

___ Tells events in order.

While developing the strategy, the student 

___ Does not remember much of the reading.

___ Gives details that are unimportant.

___ Tells the reading out of order.

___ Leaves out main ideas or parts.
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Fabulous Four Puppet Show
Older students can present this puppet show to younger students, or younger students
can wear the puppets while you say the lines. 

Quincy Welcome to the Reading Show. I’m Quincy the Questioner, and I am your
announcer today. I am very important because I use my microphone to ask
questions that are worth $5 or $500. I make the reading game even more fun!

Paula (Pops up and interrupts.) Wait a minute! I’m the star of the Reading Show
because I help kids predict before they read and while they read. Without my
powerful predictions, readers couldn’t even get started!

Clara Did I hear someone say “great reading”? Oh, darlings, everybody knows I’m
the most important reading helper because my clarifying glasses help readers
figure out words and confusing ideas. I am the award-winning, glamorous star
of the Reading Show because, without me, readers would be lost and never
find their way! You shall see!

Sammy Hey, y’all. Did I hear you arguing about reading? Everybody knows that I’m the
great big star of reading because I use my special rope to round up the main
ideas. Without me, readers could never tell what the story is about! 

Paula Hey, to find out who has the most important job, let’s read a story together.
(Paula holds up a book.)

I always go first. That must mean I am the most important. I look at the
pictures on the cover and inside the story to predict what it is about. My
crystal ball has magical thinking powers as it uses clues from the story plus
my ideas to create predictions. (Paula shows the book and makes predictions.)

Quincy (Grabs book from Paula.) Enough of that predicting and on to the show!
Everybody loves a good game show question. Let’s read a page or two, and I’ll
try to stump you all. (Quincy reads the story and makes up some easy and some
difficult questions about the text.)

Clara (Pops up and interrupts.) Oh, darlings, I am queen of reading, you see! Watch me
as I use my clarifying glasses to figure out anything. Did you hear me? I can
figure out anything in this book. (Clara reads a page or two and stops to clarify one
or two words that are difficult, as well as an entire sentence.)

Thank you, boys and girls, you may clap now.

Sammy Howdy, little doggies! Watch me as I round up the main ideas in this book 
and summarize them in order, too! (Sammy summarizes the story in a few
sentences.)

See, I just gave y’all a super Sammy Summary! Vote for me.

Quincy Okay, boys and girls, now that all of the Fabulous Four friends took a turn
showing you their important reading jobs, it is time for you to vote for your
favorite contestant. Let’s visit them one more time. (As Quincy names each
character, they pop up and applaud for themselves.)

And last, but not least, vote for me, Quincy, your questioning host of the
Reading Show. 
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 13

Quincy Those of you at home can join our studio audience in voting. Call 222-READ.
Let’s let our audience vote now. (Quincy names each character and students hold
up their hands to vote. Invite students to turn to a partner and tell which character they
chose and why they prefer that character.)

We’ve tallied up the final votes and the winner is..... (Hand Quincy an envelope
that he opens.)

Wait! Can this be correct? It is a four-way tie! Will all of our fabulous
contestants please take a bow? All of us help you when you read. We are all
important!

Fabulous Four Friends Song
(to the tune of “Frère Jacques”)

Here’s a fun song you can sing to help children remember what the four friends do to
help them understand what they read.

Fabulous Four Friends,
Fabulous Four Friends
Help us read 
Like a pro.
They make us think 
When we are reading.
Fabulous Four Friends,
Fabulous Four Friends.

Paula Predictor, Paula Predictor
Looks at pictures
And the words.
Says, “I think this is about”
And “I think I will learn.”
Paula Predictor, Paula Predictor.

Clara Clarifier, Clara Clarifier
Chops up words,
Rereads sentences,
Figures out the hard parts,
Solves many problems.
Clara Clarifier, Clara Clarifier.

Quincy Questioner, Quincy Questioner
Uses his microphone,
Asks many questions:
Who, what, when, where, why,

How, and what do you think?

Quincy Questioner, Quincy Questioner.

Sammy Summarizer, Sammy Summarizer
Rounds up ideas,
Makes it short,
Only tells the important parts,
Gives them in order.
Sammy Summarizer, Sammy Summarizer.

Fabulous Four Friends,
Fabulous Four Friends
Help us read 
Like a pro.
They make us think 
When we are reading.
Fabulous Four Friends,
Fabulous Four Friends.
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14 The Fabulous Four ©Primary Concepts

My Fabulous Four
Write or draw to show your thinking as you read.

My Prediction My Questions

My Words/Ideas to Clarify My Summary
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©Primary Concepts The Fabulous Four 15

Puppet Patterns
Have children use these puppet patterns to make their own stick puppets by cutting along the dashed lines
and gluing a craft stick to the back.
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